Identifying individual's political ideology from their speeches and written texts is important for analyzing political opinions and user behavior on social media. Traditional opinion mining methods rely on bag-of-words representations to classify texts into different ideology categories. Such methods are too coarse for understanding political ideologies. The key to identify different ideologies is to recognize different opinions expressed toward a specific topic. To model this insight, we classify ideologies based on the distribution of opinions expressed towards real-world entities or topics. Specifically, we propose a novel approach to political ideology detection that makes predictions based on an opinion-aware knowledge graph. We show how to construct such graph by integrating the opinions and targeted entities extracted from text into an existing structured knowledge base, and show how to perform ideology inference by information propagation on the graph. Experimental results demonstrate that our method achieves high accuracy in detecting ideologies compared to baselines including LR, SVM and RNN.
Introduction
Recognizing different political ideologies from usergenerated texts is essential in analyzing public opinion and user behavior on social media. For example, Facebook analyzes how users interact with socially shared news and opinions by looking at content shared by different ideology groups [Bakshy et al., 2015] . Conover studies how twitter facilitates communication between online communities with different ideological positions [Conover et al., 2011] . Accurate detection of political ideologies from texts is critical for performing such studies at scale.
Detecting ideology in text is difficult, as the task requires picking up complex evidence that explains the ideological positions. Individuals with different ideologies generally differ in their stands on political issues. For example, in a political dialogue about economy, liberals tend to encourage the involvement of government in regulating the economy, while conservatives tend to limit government controls and encourage free market. In general, we find that sentiment, beliefs and judgments (in general, opinions) expressed toward the discussed subjects are often indicative for political ideologies.
Most existing opinion mining methods usually employ bag-of-words assumptions and heavily rely on word-level statistics. They are limited in capturing the nuances of ideology as they do not distinguish between words that express opinions and words that describe entities or topics. Consider for example the two sentences, "We support government involvement in healthcare." versus "We oppose government involvement in healthcare.". The ideology differences are implied by only the opinion words "support" and "oppose". Therefore similar word distributions do not indicate similar ideology labels. On an analysis of a real-world text corpus (the debate of the 2012 United States presidential election), we find that more than half of the top 50 frequent words (nonstop-words) used by Obama (Democrat, liberal) and Romney (Republican, conservative) are the same. We also examine the mentioned entities and find that they are highly related in the knowledge graph. Table 1 shows two comment snippets about abortion and highlights the entities in bold. The relations between these entities (based on DBPedia) are shown in Figure 1 . Although the lexical forms of these entities do not exactly match, they are highly related to the topic "abortion".
Obama
As we mark the 39th anniversary of Roe v. Wade, we must remember that this Supreme Court decision not only protects a woman's health and reproductive freedom. . . I remain committed to protecting a woman's right to choose and this fundamental constitutional right. Table 1 ; (b) and (c) show the same knowledge graph infused with opinions from Obama and Romney, respectively. Sentiment information is critical for interpreting political ideologies. However, existing work on sentiment analysis largely predicts sentiment without its target (i.e., what the sentiment is about). This provides incomplete information for inferring ideologies. For example, figure 1 (b) and (c) illustrate the opinions of Obama and Romney based on their speeches (green indicates positive and red indicates negative). The evidence of their ideologies comes from their sentiment regarding different subjects related to "abortion". Therefore in order to infer ideologies, we need to recognize not only sentiment but also the target entities or topics which the sentiment is expressed toward.
In this paper, we propose a novel political ideology detection method that makes predictions based on fine-grained information about opinions and their targeted entities. To relate text to world knowledge, we exploit entities and relations stored in large-scale knowledge graphs, facilitating knowledge-based inference for political ideologies. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first computational approach to enriching knowledge graphs with opinions for understanding political text data. We demonstrate that our approach is more effective than existing methods in political ideology detection on a variety of datasets, from formal political speeches to social media texts. Our contributions are as follows:
• We propose an opinion-aware knowledge graph, a knowledge graph that is infused with opinion information. Such a graph effectively integrates factual and subjective information and supports joint inference of texts and knowledge bases for ideology detection.
• We propose a graph-based inference framework for political ideology detection that can effectively propagate and aggregate ideology-dependent opinions for accurate ideology detection.
• We evaluate our approach on three datasets: US [2014] applied a recursive neural network (RNN) to identify the political position at the sentence level and demonstrated RNNs efficacy on predicting ideological bias than traditional text classifiers trained with syntactic and semantic features. Different from these existing methods, our approach is a graphbased classification method that can learn from both texts and available knowledge bases. It can be applied to ideology detection at both sentence and document levels. Detecting political ideology is closely related to research on analysis of subjectivity, sentiment and other private states [Ding et al., 2008; Pang and Lee, 2008; Wiebe et al., 2004] . Lexicon and sentiment-based features have been shown to be useful for recognizing political leanings [Mullen and Malouf, 2006; Somasundaran and Wiebe, 2010] . Our work also explores the use of opinion information but integrate it into a knowledge graph for ideology detection.
Knowledge bases such as DBpedia [Bizer et al., 2009] and YAGO [Hoffart et al., 2013] have been shown to be effective for language understanding tasks. Schuhmacher and Ponzetto [2014] proposed a graph-based semantic model for represent-ing document content using information from DBpedia and shown the effectiveness of such model in entity ranking and document similarity modeling tasks. Wang and Domeniconi [2008] improved traditional bag-of-words representation for document classification by embedding background knowledge from Wikipedia into a semantic kernel. Our approach is also a knowledge graph base approach, which makes use of background knowledge from knowledge bases to help political ideology detection.
Problem Definition
In the social science literature, ideology has been defined as "a configuration of ideas and attitudes in which the elements are bound together by some form of constraint of functional interdependence" [Converse, 1964] . "With just the liberal or conservative label, we can quite accurately predict a politician's stance on policy issues as disparate as taxes, health care, or abortion." [Treier and Hillygus, 2009] In this paper, the goal of the political ideology detection is to classify the texts into two categories (liberal and conservative) according the ideological positions in them (see examples in Table 2 ). The texts without ideology are not under consideration here. The features that explain the ideological positions are complex and difficult to extract. As an initial step towards this goal, we demonstrate that different political ideologies can be effectively distinguished by sentiment expressed towards certain topics. The ideology categories of the texts are determined neither by the opinion polarities (positive or negative), nor by topic contents. Instead, the key is to match the opinion positions on different topics. If the opinion polarities of the topics in one text (unknown ideology) are identical with the opinion polarities of the same topics in the training text (already known ideology), the ideology category of the unknown text will be labeled the same ideology category as the known text.
The Proposed Framework
In this paper, we propose an opinion-aware knowledge graph based framework for political ideology detection. It classifies political ideological leanings expressed in text based on a knowledge graph infused with ideology-dependent opinions. Figure 2 illustrates the proposed framework. The training set contains a set of text instances labeled with political ideology leanings (i.e., conservative vs. liberal). We also assume a background knowledge base which can be represented as a knowledge graph that consists of entities and their semantic relations. At the high level, we first construct an opinionaware knowledge graph from the training set and the background knowledge base, and then perform ideology inference based on the constructed graph. In the following we describe the three main components of our approach:
• Opinion Estimation: given a knowledge graph, we estimated the opinions expressed toward the entities in the knowledge graph in terms of opinion (sentiment) distributions over two ideology categories. In figure 2 , colorful nodes represent entities with ideology-dependent opinions. The left and right halves of the colorful nodes Figure 2 : The framework of opinion-aware knowledge graph for political ideology detection represent the opinions of entities over liberal and conservative respectively. We use red to indicate negative sentiment and green to indicate positive sentiment.
• Ideology Propagation: the opinion distributions are propagated across entities in the knowledge graph based on the semantic relation between entities. After this step, an opinion-aware knowledge graph is established.
• Ideology Detection: the entities in the test set are matched to the entities in the opinion-aware knowledge graph. In figure 2 , the matched entities are labeled with black blocks. The ideology leanings of the test set are determined by aggregating ideology-dependent opinions toward entities on the opinion-aware knowledge graph.
5 Opinion-aware Knowledge Graph Construction
Definition
Modern knowledge bases usually use the W3C Resource Description Framework (RDF) [Cyganiak et al., 2014] , a generic graph-based data model for storing entities and their relationships. The standard RDF represents facts in the form of (subject, predicate, object) (SPO) triples, where subject and object are entities and predicate is the type of a relation. The existence of a particular SPO triple indicates an existing fact, i.e., that the respective entities are in a relationship of the respective type. In this paper, we represent an opinionaware knowledge graph using an extended version of the SPO triples. The definition of opinion-aware knowledge graph is as follows: Definition: an opinion-aware knowledge graph is a graphbased relational knowledge representation model. It can be described by following RDF triple:
where libOp,conOp expresses a distribution of ideologydependent opinions toward an entity over two ideology categories. libOp and conOp refer to opinions representing liberal and conservative views respectively. They can take values from {> 0, = 0, < 0}, which indicates positive, neural, negative correspondingly.
Let G b be the background knowledge graph and C b be the set of entities and R be the set of semantic relations. Let C be the set of entities mentioned in the training sets. In the first phase of our approach, we create a directed graph G = (V, E) containing i) all entities in C; ii) their relations matched in R. That is V = C and E ⊆ V ×R×V . The initial opinion-aware knowledge graph G 1 is created from G by extended the representation of entities in V to [subject/object, libOp,conOp ] structure. Initially, both libOp and conOp are set to be 0.
Opinion Estimation
After the construction of the initial knowledge graph G 1 , we perform the first step of opinion-aware knowledge graph construction: opinion estimation. The aim of opinion estimation is to compute the opinions toward the entities in G 1 over two ideology categories using the training set. We first apply a holistic lexicon-based approach [Ding et al., 2008 ] to infer opinion scores toward entities identified in text. We then aggregate the resulting opinion scores to determine the final orientation of the opinion on each entity. Let v be an entity in G 1 , which appear in a set of sentences L = {L 1 , , L m } that express liberal views and a set of sentences S = {S 1 , , S n } that express conservative views in the training set. Let op = {op 1 , , op k } be a set of opinion words or phrases from an opinion lexicon. The opinion vector libOp,conOp on each entity v is determined by the following opinion aggregation functions:
where op j is an opinion word in sentence
is the distance between entity v and opinion word op j in L i or S i , op j .SO = {1, 0, −1} means that the opinion orientation of op j is {positive, neural, negative}.
Ideology Propagation
After the first step, the resulting opinion-aware knowledge graph G 1 can already be used for ideology detection. However, G 1 does not take advantage of the rich entities and relations that exist in the background knowledge base. Therefore, we introduce the second step of opinion-aware knowledge graph construction: ideology propagation, in order to perform more knowledge-intensive inference. We can extend the base graph G 1 by the following criterion: Criterion: entity v i is appended into the entity set V and edge (v, r j , v i ) or (v i , r j , v) is appended into edge set E , if and only if i) there is a RDF triple (v, r j , v i ) or (v i , r j , v) in the background knowledge graph G b ; ii) v i ∈ C b and v i ∈ V . The extended opinion-aware knowledge graph
The opinions toward all entities in V are obtained during the opinion estimation step. Only the new entities in V need to be estimated. We estimate the opinion distributions libOp,conOp of all entities in V based on their semantic relations in the knowledge graph.
If for every v i ∈ V , there is a set V s = {v
. , p, then the opinion vector libOp,conOp on entity v i is determined by the following opinion aggregation functions: where libOp,conOp is the opinion vector of entity v s j , P (r j ) is the probability of the relation r j in the background knowledge graph G b . This measure makes the assumption that specificity is valuable for relevance, for example the "type" relation vs. "signedpresident" relation. The weight − log[P (r j )] is meant to capture the degree of relevance of semantic relation for the entities it connects. The key idea underlying our weighting is to reward, for a given source node, those edges and target nodes that are most specific to it. This idea is also applied in [Schuhmacher and Ponzetto, 2014] .
Unlike lexical resources like WordNet, our backend ontology contains many different, fine-grained semantic relations. Figure 3 illustrates an example subgraph of G op . Entities in V and their opinion distributions are shown in white oval frames. Gray oval frames represent extended entities in V . Examples of corresponding training data are presented in Table 2. Although entities (e.g. Birth Control, Fertility, Roe v. Wade et al.) aren't included in training data, their ideologydependent opining can also be determined through semantic relations.
Political Ideology Detection
So far, we construct an opinion-aware knowledge graph G op with an ideology-dependent opinion vector on every entity. G op can be applied to classify the ideology categories of unseen sentence or document T in the test set. Let C T be a set of entities in T . First, the intersection V T needs to be computed as V T = C T ∩ V op by matching the entities in C T and G op .
Then, the opinion orientation T Op i of every entity v T i ∈ V T is estimated based on the test set:
where sgn() is sign function, op j is an opinion word in sentence T . d(op j , v T i ) is the distance between entity v T i and opinion word op j in T . The ideology weight of T is defined as follows:
where libOp,conOp is the opinion of entity v T i in G Op , and |V T | expresses the number of the matched entities in V T . If ideologyW > 0, then the ideology leaning of T is labeled as liberal. In contrast, if ideologyW < 0, then the ideology leaning of T is labeled as conservative. The key idea is same opinion means same ideology.
6 Experimental Setup
Datasets
We use three real-world corpora to evaluate the opinionaware knowledge graph based approach for political ideology detection. Iyyer et al. [2014] uses the Crowdflower crowdsourcing platform (crowdflower.com.) to obtain human annotations of the IBC dataset for political bias at both the sentence and phrase level. 3. The Twitter dataset: Bakshy et al. [2015] lists the media with their ideology leanings. We further find their corresponding twitter accounts. In all, there are 127 liberal and 86 conservative twitter accounts. We collect tweets (provided by SasaPetrovic 1 ) posted by these twitter accounts from Jul., 2011 to Sep., 2011. We create the ideology labels for tweets according to the twitter accounts.
We use DBPedia 2 [Bizer et al., 2009] as a source of background knowledge graph.
Compared Methods
We validate the effectiveness of the proposed opinion-aware knowledge graph (OKG) for political ideology detection by comparing with the following methods: 1. LR: the logistic regression algorithm using bag-of-words features.
2. LR-KG: knowledge graph is incorporated as extended features. The bag-of-words features are extended by the strongly related entities by ranking them on the basis of their relevance in knowledge graph [Schuhmacher and Ponzetto, 2014] . The opinion polarities of the words are also extended as classification features.
3. SVM: the SVM with the RBF kernel using bag-of-words features.
4. SVM-KG: knowledge graph extended bag-of-words features and opinion features are used just as same as the features used by LR-KG.
5. RNN1, RNN1-(W2V) and RNN2-(W2V): ideology classification models proposed in [Iyyer et al., 2014] . RNN1 initializes all parameters randomly. RNN1-(W2V) and RNN2-(W2V) are initialized using word2vec embeddings. RNN1 and RNN1-(W2V) are trained on only sentence-level labels. RNN2-(W2V) includes annotated phrase labels in its training.
We tuned the parameters of SVM and LR with crossvalidation by using machine learning library scikit-learn 3 .
Experimental Results
We perform 10-fold cross-validation on Convote and IBC datasets for each method except for the RNN-serial models 4 . Table 3 and Table 4 show the results. We report the confusion matrix for each method in Table 3 .
The confusion matrix is defined as tc f c f l tl , which contains the number of test instances for true liberal (tl), true conservative (tc), false liberal (f l) and false conservative (f c).
We also compute the accuracy, which is defined as: We merge all tweets by the same Twitter account together. The ideology leanings of the Twitter accounts can be determined by classifying the ideology categories of the merged data. Table 4 shows the accuracy of all methods on the Convote, IBC and Twitter dataset. The increased accuracy and recall suggest that the OKG outperforms the baseline models on all three datasets. Table 5 shows the examples of the ideology detection results, which are classified correctly by OKG and incorrectly by LR and SVM. The major reason for these results is that OKG integrates factual and subjective information and supports joint inference of texts and knowledge bases for ideology detection. It is difficult for LR and SVM to deal with the lack of key words and complex texts.
In figure 4 we choose entities mentioned by both liberals and conservatives and arrange them based on their frequencies from high to low. The squares above the horizontal axis indicate the estimated opinions toward the selected entities expressed by liberals. The triangles below the horizontal axis indicate the opinions toward the selected entities expressed by conservatives. The distance from each point to the horizontal axis is the absolute value of the opinion score libOp or conOp for the corresponding entity. The opinion polarities are illustrated with green (positive), red (negative) and blue (neural) colors. In total, opinion distributions of the top 300 entities are illustrated. 68% of the entities associate with different opinion polarities over the two ideology categories. These results confirm that recognizing the difference of opinions expressed toward the same entity is essential for ideology detection. 
Conclusion
Recognizing different political ideologies from usergenerated texts is essential in analyzing public opinion and user behavior on social media. In this paper, we propose a novel political ideology detection method. It leverages opinions extracted from texts with existing knowledge bases, allowing better understanding of the political topics mentioned in text as well as the opinions expressed toward these topics.
